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N

ever underestimate the willpower of an
individual committed to changing the world.
Rock star Artiwara “Toon” Kongmalai’s epic
charity run to raise THB 700 million for 11 hospitals
nationwide is a Herculean task. But what’s more
impressive is the dedication and genuine love the
rocker has shown and garnered during his run.
Over the course of the run, he posed for selfies, he
bowed, hugged, and thanked all sorts of people –
from farmers to security guards and old grandmas –
who had been waiting for hours to hand him the cash
to help him succeed. In every encounter, he brought
smiles to faces all around.
Every step of the way he touched hands and hearts,
inspiring and making sure that they knew they were
a big part in making a difference. But what he’s doing
does more than inspire the masses. Seeing this
extraordinary act of selflessness in the interest of
others will surely have us reconsider the real meaning
and purpose of life. What can we do to help others?
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Toon is not the first living proof that the spirit of
common humanity still exists, and hopefully he’s not
the last. Is it time for us all to take positive action
and come together to “do” something meaningful for
others? It’s not all that hard as one might think; you
can start now by visiting www.kaokonlakao.com .
When Toon transited Bangkok recently, Ploylada
Sirachadapong was invited to hear him talk about the
charity run. The result is her story, “A Hero Without
a Cape”. This issue also comes with a range of other
interesting topics, from Rajadamri as Bangkok’s real
downtown area to EmQuartier’s lush city garden.
There’s a roundup of 2017’s architectural highlights,
top tips for singles facing the new year, a peek into
the acoustic world, a look at the coolest holiday
beauty sets, and thoughts on celebrating Christmas
in Bangkok.
Finally, we welcome a new contributor, Swisa
Ariyapruchya, a banker, blogger and business
entrepreneur, here sharing her wisdom of “living
more with less” – a great theme to end the year with!
Thank you for your support in this passing year, and
look forward to serving you in 2018!
– VT
@urbanaffairsmagazine
urbanaffairsmagazine
www.urbanaffairsmagazine.com
info@urbanaffairsmagazine.com
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Rajadamri

As Downtown as You Can Get
B Y D AV E S TA M B O U L I S

W

hen friends coming to Bangkok for the first time tell me
they want to stay downtown, they feel puzzled when
I tell them that the Big Mango doesn’t really have one.
Yes, Sathorn is the Central Business District, but that’s miles from
Sukhumvit, Siam is pretty darn central, but hey, other than the
shopping malls, that’s just young folks paradise. While the BTS station
is pretty much the center of the Bangkok public transport universe,
I guess I consider the Rajaprasong intersection and Rajadamri Road
about the closest thing we have to the heart of the city.
Rajadamri somewhat provides pretty much everything that visitors
and locals here might be looking for, or at least is adjacent to the rest
of them. The BTS runs through here, you’ll find the densest of the city
traffic, and you’re in shopping Ground Zero, with CentralWorld and
Gaysorn Village at your feet, and Siam Paragon just down the road.

PHOTOGRAPHS: DAVE STAMBOULIS

While probably considered more of a shopping and embassy
neighborhood, there’s still a host of interesting sights to check out in
the area. It’s worth doing a shrine tour to see how the spiritual and
material meet in the heart of the city’s best shopping and commercial
district. Not only is Bangkok’s most famous shrine, Erawan, is
found here, but the exquisite Lakshmi Shrine, hidden up on a
terrace on the fourth level of Gaysorn Village, is one of Thailand’s
most beautiful statues. The neighboring Trimurti and Ganesha
shrines, which are prayer sites for the lovelorn and creative artists
respectively, are an excellent insight into Thai culture as well as the
fusion of Buddhism and Hinduism here.

2

3

1 The festive landscape
in front of CentralWorld,
Rajadamri
2 Ganesha Shrine at
CentralWorld, Rajadamri
3 Lumpini Park
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Rajadamri’s southern end is home to Lumpini Park, Bangkok’s
largest central urban green space, and a complete escape from the chaos
of the city. There are jogging and bicycle tracks here, a lake to go boating
on, picnic areas, and if you’re looking for some cool season fun, make
sure to check out the Bangkok Symphony’s free concerts in the park on
Sunday afternoons.
In terms of staying, there are some really opulent options in this high
rent district. The St. Regis Bangkok leads the field, with elegant
suites that feature private butlers and even views of the weekend horse
races at the Royal Bangkok Sports Club across the way. Come here to
enjoy one of the city’s most exquisite brunches at VIU, where you can
feast on lobster sashimi, foie gras, king crab, Beijing duck, and just about
any other gastronomic luxury you can imagine. It’s also worth catching
a sunset in the The St. Regis Bar, where they serve signature Siam
Mary drinks (a Bangkok take on the hotel’s famed Bloody Mary) and
continue a worldwide St. Regis tradition of champagne sabering each
night as the sun goes down.
There is no end to the number of delectable eating options in this
neighborhood. For some creative and sophisticated Japanese, it’s
hard to top Zuma, which is a cross between an izakaya (Japanese
for “informal gastropub”) and a fine dining establishment, with
a range of Nippon foodie creations from sashimi platters to
robatayaki (Japanese for “fireside-cooking”). Make sure to sample
their cocktails as well, as Zuma has long been host to some of
the city’s best bartenders, and their novel signature drink, the
Rhubabu, blends rhubarb-infused sake with -42° iced vodka, and
gets served as a martini.
For meat lovers, Madison, in the Anantara Siam, is a laid-back
steak-lovers’ paradise. Master Kobe rib-eye and Darling Downs
Australian Wagyu feature prominently, and the roast rack of
lamb, served medium-rare and on the bone, gets served up with
jars of fine French mustards and mint jelly. As opposed to a lot of
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other restaurants in town, which tend to over-sauce their meats,
Madison sticks to minimal accoutrements and lets the perfect cuts
speak for themselves. There is also a wine cellar here consisting of
well over 100 bottles of fine vineyard offerings from a vast selection
of countries to complement the choices of meat.
The ethnic eats craze continues back up at Rajaprasong, with some
of the city’s best dim sum and dumplings at the famed Din Tai
Fung, located upstairs in CentralWorld on the seventh floor. The
Taiwanese-origin restaurant, with branches around the globe now,
has been named as one of the world’s ten best restaurants, and
has even received a Michelin star, mainly due to its xiaolongbao
dumplings, which are painstakingly handmade in the open
kitchen, with expert workers pleating exactly 18 folds by hand, and
the succulent dumplings are filled with a delectable pork broth that
simply explodes when you bite into them.
7

If you happen to be in the neighborhood post lunch and predinner, and are both shopped out and exhausted from trekking
around to see the shrines and the park, drop in for afternoon tea
at the old school Erawan Tea Room. This fine establishment has
afternoon tea sets with scones and pastries, the decor is lovely, with
silk and porcelain pieces surrounding comfy sofas and chairs, and
it all overlooks the Erawan Shrine and busy junction outside, yet is
the perfect place to unwind.
For something a bit stronger in your glass, head up to Bangkok’s
now highest rooftop bar, CRU, a champagne bar above Red Sky on
top of the Centara Grand Hotel at CentralWorld. You’ve got a 360°
panorama of Bangkok from up here, and the bar has partnered up
with GM Mumm to serve up fine bubbly along with other hard and
soft drinks.
And remember, if you need to go elsewhere, well, you are about as
centrally located as you can get, smack in the heart of “downtown.”

8
The St. Regis Bangkok
159 Rajadamri Rd., Tel. 02 207 7777
Zuma
159 Rajadamri Rd. (at The St. Regis Bangkok), Tel. 02 252 4707
Madison
155 Rajadamri Rd., Tel. 02 126 8866
Din Tai Fung
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999/9 Rama 1 Rd., 7th Fl., CentralWorld, Tel. 02 646-1282
Erawan Tea Room
494 Rajadamri Rd., Grand Hyatt Erawan Bangkok,
Tel. 02 254-6250
CRU Champagne Bar
999/9 Rama 1 Rd., Centara Grand at CentralWorld,
Tel. 02 100-6255

9

4 - 5 VIU, The St. Regis Bangkok
6 Siam Mary, The St. Regis Bar’s signature drink
7 Zuma
8 Madison
9 Din Tai Fung’s famous xialongbao dumplings
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A Hero Without A Cape
BY PLOYLADA SIRACHADAPONG

P

oised to hog the headlines right
through the yearend is superstar
rocker Artiwara “Toon Bodyslam”
Kongmalai currently on a noble mission:
a 55-day, 2,191-kilometer charity run from
Thailand’s southernmost point in Yala’s
Betong district to the northernmost tip in
Chiang Rai’s Mae Sai district. The frontman
of the pop rock band Bodyslam aims to raise
THB 700 million in donations to buy new
medical equipment for 11 hospitals across the
country.
The rocker made it to Bangkok on the
evening of Dec 3, checked into the Pullman
Bangkok King Power, and took part in a press
conference where he was given a rapturous
welcome. Held at the posh hotel, the press con
attracted a huge turnout of media members,
head honchos of corporate giants like King
Power and die-hard fans who were spotted
jostling for a selfie with their idol-cumnational hero. On that night alone, donations
topped THB 100 million. As it turned out,
everyone was fascinated by Toon’s big heart
and sheer willpower to overcome physical
constraints, complete the run and help cashstrapped hospitals in remote areas.

PHOTOGRAPH: KING POWER

Toon’s latest mission is his second fundraiser. His first charity run kicked off last year
following a meeting with a hospital director
in Prachuab Khiri Khan’s Bang Saphan
district. The latter took him on a tour of his
hospital where the two discussed what they
can do together to raise funds for the hospital
that was in dire need of medical equipment.
The tour left the rocker in shock due to its
lack of accoutrements of modern medicine
and other basic necessities like incubators,
medicine and even beds.
Toon’s 400-km run from Bangkok to the
hospital last December raised THB 83
million for the community hospital. He’d
thought of doing a mini-marathon or stage
a charity concert as a fund-raiser, but later
scrapped the ideas. With a long-distance run,
Toon reckoned he would be able to put his
stardom to better use by increasing public
awareness of the importance of keeping fit
through regular exercise. That way, people
can spare themselves from hospital visits and

8
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reduce the workload of medical professionals
who then can focus their attention on those
who really need medical assistance.
Following the success of last year’s charity
run, Toom has embarked on a much bigger
mission this year, guided by the same vision,
but taking on a higher target: nationwide
coverage of hospitals. At the press con, Toon
took time off his run to reveal what really
inspired him to slip his running shoes on and
hit the road for a grueling south-to-north run
titled “Kao Kon La Kao” (meaning “Everyone
Taking A Step Together”).

side of the road to welcome their rock idol.
The guy is all heart. Anyone seeing what
he’s doing can clearly tell that he’s not doing
all this for himself; he is doing it for others.
Humble as he is, his mantra the whole time
has always been this: “I’m not a hero. For me,
the true heroes are the doctors and nurses
working in hospitals. Just because they don’t
have the spotlight shone on them doesn’t
mean they don’t deserve to be praised.
“The true objective of this project is not just to
raise funds, but to also give encouragement
and moral support to the hard-working
doctors and nurses sometimes caught under
impossible conditions just to help those in
need. They will still be there working, even
after this run has ended.
“We also wanted to raise awareness so that
people can take better care of their health and
start exercising more. What we’ve seen from
this project is the true power of togetherness
and unity. This is the power that can change
anything,” Toon enthused.

“I wanted to show everybody that with every
small step, when taken together, we can
create a big step forward that can bring about
real change,” he explained, alluding to the
charity run’s meaningful title and lofty goal.
As his countless fans can attest, it will take
more than physical prowess to complete the
run. Now halfway through his charity run, it’s
become clear that our man has never lost the
will to succeed and will continue to do so with
commitment and determination.
Renowned for his down-to-earth style
coupled with genuine humility, wherever he
passed through, fans turned out in force, in
some cases waiting for hours, for a glimpse
of their hero, take a quick selfie, and to hand
over their hard-earned cash. Toon didn’t
mind making frequent stops along the way
to greet the kids, give a hug, or return a
smile while catching his breath. At times, he
jammed with school bands playing on the
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The public can contribute through a
multitude of channels, and now with the
charity run gathering momentum, a number
of big corporations are starting to chip in,
too. King Power donated a total of THB 89
million, which at the end of the day helped
Toon bring the total to THB 100 million
during his stopover in the capital alone.
Besides the fund-raising, the charity run
has also inspired hope in our society. He’s
showing us that the little sparks of hope can
make the world a better place and can unite
a country, once divided, to work toward the
same goal. On another level, the run has
proved that Thai people are more alike than
different and that the spirit of humanity still
exists and that each and every one of us can
make a difference; all we need to do is just
take that one step and keep moving. And this,
in itself, is truly a heroic act.
For more information on ways to make a
donation and updates on Toon’s charity run,
check out www.kaokonlakao.com .
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A Green Retreat
BY CHRISTOPHER SCOTT DIXON
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G

reat city though Bangkok is, it can get us urbanites
down on occasions. However, this vast metropolis is
not without its green and environmentally friendly
spaces to escape the pressures of a fast paced lifestyle, and there
is one in the heart of a retail center that is worth the visit.

there are a number of displays giving information about the
environment and nature. When my wife and I visited, there
were a number of nature workshops, with photographs of
wildlife and on the lower level, lots excited children looking at
the exhibits.

The Quartier Water Garden located on the fifth floor of the
popular shopping mall EmQuartier means you can enjoy a
place to relax, but if you are quickly missing your fix of retail
therapy, it is only a short journey down an escalator or in an
elevator and you are immersed again in the brand name stores
and materialism. Having your cake and eating it!

The Veranda, The Winding Bridge, Banyan Island and the
Enchanted Lagoon are just a few of the colorful names given
to different parts of this tranquil setting. It is educational as
well as recreational and with the lure of consumerism only a
few minutes away, the wise messages about preserving and
respecting the natural world are worth more than a passing
glance.

The Water Garden is a 3,000 square meter area which is
actually on several levels and features a wonderful array of flora,
including wild tropical orchids and lush ferns. There is also a
calming pool where cascading fish filled miniature creeks are
visual treats. Get to the top of the garden and you are given
great panoramic and Instagram worthy views of the nearby
Benchasiri Park, The Emporium mall and the BTS line.
You are here to unwind, so take your time and rest in a number
of comfortable seating areas and depending when you go,

You’ve heard of hands-on, well here they have “heads-in”, an
open bottomed glass case which allows you to stick your head
through a space inside with grass and soil surrounding your
face. That is getting really close to nature!
Whatever your agenda is to EmQuartier, this green retreat is
highly recommended for a visit. It is picturesque, colorful, and
informative; a perfect oasis for reflection and a restorative
sanctuary from the hustle and bustle of the city beyond.
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Seven Smart Guides for Singles
Guaranteeing a love-filled year
and having fun while you’re at it!
B Y N I K K I A S S AVAT H O R N

I

t’s almost end of 2017. This is the time of the year
when we are hit with that sinking feeling that we have
not done enough for what we have set out to do at
the beginning of the year. You might not have gotten that
promotion you were aiming for; you have not reached your
ideal weight, and for some of you, you might realize that you
are still single!
When it comes to New Year’s resolutions about love,
singles often make the mistake of just wanting to “be in a
relationship” without really putting down specific actions to
achieve that goal. As much as we hope that we would meet
our future partner through fate while waiting at a bus stop,
that is unlikely to happen outside of our favorite TV show.
But before you let that sinking feeling sink any deeper, I’m here
to tell you seven achievable steps that you can take to make sure
2018 is the year that you’ll find love!
1. Shift from “Taking” to “Giving”
We’re so used to thinking that we “deserve” certain things in life.
In a relationship, we usually expect our partners to fulfill all our
desires, wants and needs, and become upset when they are not
being met at all times. In reality, what we can only control is how
we can fulfill our partner’s needs, not the other way around.
So, for this New Year, strive to change that mindset and focus on
“giving” values to all relationships in our lives – be it friendship,
or romantic relationship. There are a lot of ways to add values:
by helping them when they come to us with a problem, listening,
being encouraging and optimistic, or even paying a compliment.
When we apply this mindset and focus on giving values, we are
so much more attractive in the eyes of the people around us,
including our romantic interest.
2. What you want vs. what you need
It is normal for everyone to have an image of the perfect partner
in their mind. Whether it’s looks, income level, or something
else, everyone can easily list out what they want from their life
partner. I have seen a good amount of people who have specific
requirements, for example, “I want my match to look like Emma
Stone.” Yet, keep in mind that while you are doing your choosing,
others will also be choosing you too, probably asking back, “Do
you look like Andrew Garfield?”

10
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If you want to date only your ideal partner, they may only remain
an “ideal” forever. I would advise to only stick to the three musthaves and three deal breakers, and be flexible about the rest. If you
think about it, women usually want a guy who are at least 180 cm;
but what if a great guy comes along but is not as tall? What would
that extra 5cm matter in the long run?
And, if your first impression of someone is not that great, don’t
write them off immediately. They may be nervous, they may be
having a bad day at work, or other reasons that you may not know.
At the very least, everyone deserves a second chance (sometimes,
you’ll need it too).
Few marriages are results of love at first sight. Most of the time,
it will take a few dates for both parties to get to know each other
better.
3. Let the past stay in the past
Sometimes, all that is stopping you from moving forward to a
new romance is your past. You may not even realize how your
past is stopping you from finding someone new, even though
you think you’re over it. For example, if you meet someone new
and you find yourself always comparing him/her to your ex, it is
not a healthy habit. Of course, anyone new cannot be compared
to the long history that you’ve had with your ex, so why even try?
You will only end up sabotaging any new relationship that you
have.
When we remember our past relationships, we tend to become
more melancholic and think only about the good times. We do
not remember the frustrations, disagreements or fundamental
difference that made our ex, well, an ex. And that is not fair
either.
So, stop comparing and truly, let go of the past. Accept that, to
start anew, you must be ready to turn over the leaf and give that
new person a fair chance.
4. Pick up a new skill
There is always something new to learn no matter which state of
life you are in. It is vital that you constantly improve yourself and
embrace changes in this world, not just for your love life, but also
for yourself as well. Learning new skills can do wonders to your
resume, and it can also help you meet new like-minded people
to expand your social circles.

PHOTOGRAPH: TEERARAT YAEMNGAMLUEA
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Most importantly, do something good for yourself and spend
some “you” time. Pick something that you’ve always wanted
to do, or something that you’d enjoy doing. When you meet
someone new, it’s always very attractive for the other person to
see that you have a lot of things going on in your life and that
you’re invested in pursuing your passion (or just trying out new
experiences).
5. Go on a date, at least once a month
If you’re single, it will be great to make a point to go out on a
date at least once a month this coming New Year. Get a friend
to introduce you to someone new, join social events, try out
reputable dating services or dating apps, or pluck up the courage
to approach someone new and strike up a conversation.
When you think about it – every relationship starts with a simple
introduction. Chances are one of these new dates may evolve
into a committed relationship. Remember, dating is a numbers
game! So increase your chance to find a boyfriend/girlfriend this
year by meeting more people!

6. Get out and about
You do not have to be a sports-junkie or nature-fanatic to
appreciate the outdoors. Seeing the green and breathing fresh
air is good for the soul, especially when we usually spend most of
our days in an air-conditioned room in the office.
If you find yourself spending too much time inside, make a
conscious effort to get out of the house; whether it’s to jog, go
bike-riding, to exercise, or just simply walking instead of taking
the car to check out the new café nearby. Who knows, you may
meet interesting people and make new friends along the way as
well!
7. Keep a healthy body and mind
It’s true that a healthy body supports a healthy mind, and vice
versa. Your emotions can affect your health as well. So love your
body; drink more water, eat better, exercise regularly, sleep well,
and surround yourself with positivity and positive people!
Happy dating and all the best!
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Living More with Less
BY SWISA ARIYAPRUCHYA

W

inter has arrived in Bangkok with cool mornings
and breezy evenings. It’s that time of year when
you reunite with good friends and things at the
office hopefully start to run at a slightly slower pace. It is also
a time for reflection and for setting goals. One of my goals is
to live more with less. The other day, my husband picked up
something of mine, and asked me, “When are you going to use
this?” Although I’ve been decluttering regularly for the past few
years, I realize I’ve fallen off the decluttering bandwagon and
need to get back on.
I first started decluttering a few years ago after I read an article
in The New York Times about the Kon Mari craze grappling
the US. I was curious and went out to buy Marie Kondo’s
book The Life Changing Magic of Tidying Up: The Japanese
Art of Decluttering and Organizing. I immediately saw why
it was a hit. The book was both humorous and eye-opening.
After reading it, I looked around the house and started seeing
things I hadn’t used in years. Ever since, I have been working on
minimizing the amount of “things” in my life.
Marie outlines her Kon Mari Method which is a guide to
acquiring the right mindset for creating order and becoming a
tidy person. Purging and throwing away things takes a lot of
mental power as it is all about making decisions. I find myself
asking a myriad of questions: Should I keep this or that? What
if I would later need to refer to these old lecture notes? This was
a gift or this was once my favorite bag/shoe/dress. Should I save
this for when I lose weight?…And it goes on and on. The reasons
as to why I should keep something are endless and mentally
exhausting. Looking back, some of them are quite funny. My
husband solves this by suggesting I take photos of things I’d
miss.

Marie Kondo’s method is simple. You keep the things that “spark
joy” when you touch it. That is her sole criteria for whether you
keep or throw something out. If you decide to throw something
out, she says you should also thank it for the joy it gave you
when you bought it, and for letting it teach you that it doesn’t
suit you and to let go. This part reminds me a bit of Buddhism.
Following the Kon Mari method does not mean you tidy by
room or area as we often do, but by following a systematic
Kon Mari approach. We start with clothes, then books,
papers and miscellaneous items. This is to prepare our minds
for decluttering more difficult categories. Each category is
subdivided. For example, under clothes you start with tops
(shirts, sweaters, jackets, etc.). You take all the tops you have,
wherever they may be in the house, and pile them altogether.
The size of the pile gives you a sense of how much you have.
The first time I did this I was shocked. I was never much of a
shopper, but I certainly had more than I needed and there were
certainly a few I hadn’t touched or thought of in years. It was
a bit overwhelming. I had to take a deep breath and go for it
and I’m glad I did. The outcome is cathartic. A house clear of
unwanted and unloved goods feels amazingly good.
A wonderful side effect of decluttering is that you save money
on buying storage and you save time because it becomes much
easier to find anything you need. Money and time for you
to live your life and accumulate more experiences. Isn’t that
wonderful? Marie Kondo sums this up well in her book: “when
you put your house in order, you put your affairs and your past
in order, too… You become surrounded by only the things you
love… pour your time and passion into what brings you most
joy, your mission in life.” Life begins when your house is in
order. Now let’s get on the decluttering bandwagon!

The Life-Changing Magic of Tidying
By Marie Kondo
Available at Asia Books, Kinokuniya and leading bookstores.
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PHOTOGRAPH: PARK YOUNG HOON/PIXABAY

Here’s a list of a few places you can donate your goods to:
1. Pankan Society
They accept almost everything that is still
in working condition and resell them at
reasonable prices at their stores. The funds
go toward educational scholarships. If you
have large pieces such as furniture or large
quantities of things for donation, they will
pick it up from your place for free. I’ve used
their service before to donate old tables and
shelves I no longer needed and although it’s
around a two-week wait, their staff were
extremely friendly and even came on a
Sunday. Visit www.panakansociety.com or
call 02 301 1096.
2. Mirror Foundation, Bangkok
Founded over 20 years ago, the foundation
has a number of local initiatives such as
helping villagers affected by flooding, the
homeless, orphans, and many more. They
accept anything still in working condition
such as computers, washing machines as
well as books. They offer pick up service
from your place, but you may be asked
to email them photos to show that it

is still in acceptable condition. Pickup
transportation costs THB 200. Visit www.
mirror.or.th or call 02 973 2236–7.
3. SuanKaew Foundation
Founded by noted Buddhist monk Phra
Payom Kallano almost 30 years ago,
the foundation accepts everything from
broken- down furniture, electronics, to old
clothes. The foundation will fix the furniture
or electronics and resell them. This
provides work for the jobless, and also gives
them a way in which to make money. The
money helps those in need and support a
number of other projects such as housing
for those with HIV and providing food for
the hungry. If you would like retro furniture
at reasonable prices, you can also go shop
at their outlets. Visit www.kanlayano.org or
call 02 595 1946, ext. 113-119.
4. Foundation for Slum Child Care:
This foundation helps children who live in
slums have a better life. They accept both
monetary donations as well as donations

for all things children related from old
toys, mattresses, pillows to food. They also
have corporate programs or can help you
organise lunches for children. Visit www.
fscc.or.th or call 02 249 0953-4; 02 541
7991; or 02 541 6092-5.
5. Foundation for Children:
This foundation focuses on helping children.
They provide housing, education and food.
Donations accepted run from foods to other
necessities. If you’ve overstocked shampoo
or toilet tissue and want to declutter your
house, the foundation would be more than
happy to accept your oversupply. They also
accept educational toys, school materials
and sports equipment. Visit www.ffc.or.th
or call 02 814 1481-7. Donations can also be
mailed by post.
4. The Thai Red Cross Society:
The Thai Red Cross Society will resell
donated goods at their shop. Visit www.
redcrossfundraising.org or call 02 256
4622 or 02 256 4440-2.
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A Distance in an
Acoustic World
B Y N A A M S O M B ATA N A N TA K O R N

W

e all know that during the day
bats lie low in the caves and go
hunting at night. Meanwhile,
dolphins produce high-frequency clicks to
locate objects nearby to find food and help
them navigate through the dark or murky
waters. Scientific studies on nocturnal
and other animals’ mobility within
impenetrable environments have shown
that these animals use specific sound waves
to detect objects and gauge the distance.
This technique is called “echolocation”.
In layman’s terms, echolocation is the way
the said animals compare the sound of their
cries with the sound of the returning echo.
Through this method, they could estimate
the distance and direction of the objects
and improve their navigation through their
surroundings.

Normally, the visual brain area in sighted
people will work along with the auditory
brain area; therefore, sighted people will
explore the surroundings by their eyes
rather than using their ears to observe the
environment. But for the visually impaired,
the auditory part is more effectively
developed as the visual brain part is not
needed. They are more sensitive to sounds
and acoustic signals and could detect the
reflected sounds to gain information about
their surroundings.
Echolocators, or people who can “see” with
their ears, create the echo signals, which
strike the surfaces of their surroundings,
and listen to the reflecting echo. These
waves are reflected off the walls, the
ground, and any other obstacle in the
environment before returning to each ear
with an independent time and intensity.
When echolocators produce sound waves

PHOTOGRAPH: DIALOGUE IN THE DARK

Humans can also acquire this ability.
Echolocation in humans is the ability
to use the sense of hearing, or auditory
senses, to gather information and support
an individual’s ability to move around.

Neuroscientists have confirmed that
echolocation is more likely to work better in
people who are visually impaired.

by clicking their tongue, they will listen to
echoes and will picture the objects in their
mind. Once the picturing process is done,
the echolocator will have their own map in
their mind and begin to move.
That’s why we could see many visually
impaired people trekking, surfing or even
riding on a bike. Since there are no mobility
limitations for echolocators, they prefer
to call themselves “hearing people” rather
than the blind. They claim that they could
see things like sighted people, but do so in a
different way.
This special ability needs to be trained.
Daniel Kish, the founder of World Access
for the Blind, a global charity, has put all
the scientific facts and theories together
into a curriculum and practice so that he
can share the “Flash Sonar” echolocation
program with the world. Kish lost both eyes
to retinal cancer when he was 13 months
old, and taught himself how to navigate
around using echolocation.
Thailand is now collaborating with World

1 ‘Dialogue in the Dark’ has guides
on hand to help visitors.
2 ‘Dine in the Dark’ at the Sheraton
Grande Sukhumvit.
3 Diners need to wear an apron.
4 A visually impaired host guides a
diner to her table.

1
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Access for the Blind to train echolocation coaches. The
coaches would then launch designed classes for the
visually challenged throughout the country. The pilot
project, started in October last year, produced a group of
qualified echolocation trainers for Thailand. A series of
national courses for the public is expected to be launched
nationwide by early next year under the supervision of
echolocation masters and coaches. The objective of the
program is not just to improve the blind’s mobility but
also give them a chance to live an independent, quality life.

2

If you want to know what it feels like to use your auditory
senses rather than your sight, I’d like to encourage you
to spare a few hours of your time to check out Dialogue
in the Dark, which is currently underway on the fourth
floor of the Chamchuri Square building in Bangkok’s
Pathumwan district. Designed to bridge the gap between
society and the visually impaired, the exhibition provides
visitors with an extraordinary learning experience and a
better understanding of life in the acoustic world. Guided
tours of the exhibition are provided and divided into
rounds, each consisting of a group of eight visitors led by a
guide. Check their schedule for interesting workshops and
activities of the month.
After the exhibition visit, take the MRT to Sukhumvit
station and try the Sheraton Grande Sukhumvit’s Dine
in the Dark dinner for a unique gastronomic experience.
This is a fine-dining restaurant where guests dine in
complete darkness and the food is served by visually
impaired staff. The visually absent feast provides patrons
with a glimpse into a world without sight. Within a very
short period of time, they will feel enhanced in their senses
of hearing, touching and tasting as their visual senses are
switched off.

3

Those who are blind do not need our help. What they need
is understanding and awareness of their limitations. They
want to live normal lives just like everyone else. So it is
important that we try our best to understand their world,
and support these organizations that work hard to bridge
the gaps in our society to make this world a better place
for all.

PHOTOGRAPHS: DINE IN THE DARK

Dialogue in the Dark, Thailand
Chamchuri Square, fourth floor
Opening hours: Mon - Fri, 11am - 5pm, Sat - Sun, 11am 5.30pm
Tickets: THB 90 for adult, THB 50 for children
Tel. 02 160 5356
Dine in the Dark, Bangkok
Sheraton Grande Sukhumvit, ground floor
Opening hours: Mon - Sat, 6pm onwards (last orders at
9.30pm)
Tel. 02 649 8358 or 02 649 8888

4
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Time Travel
B Y D AV E S TA M B O U L I S

D

uring the 1990s I spent seven years riding a push bicycle
some 45,000 plus kilometers around the world. Needless
to say, it was a journey that brought me an abundance of
adventure as well as radically changing my life. Back then there was
no internet (public computers and email appeared about halfway
through the journey, and Ask Jeeves was about as close to Google as
you could get), nobody had a cell phone, and the world of security
checks, visa limits, and even worldwide ATM machines were still a
few years ahead.
Recently, an acquaintance on his own worldwide bicycle journey
stopped in to share a few beers, and he told me that he was amazed
by my endeavors, saying, “It must have been so hard back then, no
Google Maps, no internet, it must have been so challenging to travel
then, it is so easy now.” I was struck
by this, as I certainly didn’t think it
was the case, and it made me think
that not all of our technological
“progress” is as cracked up as it’s
meant to be.

PHOTOGRAPH: KAREN ARNOLD/PIXABAY

Author, intellectual, and philosopher
Marshall McLuhan famously stated
“The medium is the message,”
believing that new technologies
effect cognition, habits, and social
interaction, and this is incredibly
true when looking at travel past and
present. These days, where we stay
when we travel is in many cases
the most important part of the trip.
We scour Trip Advisor reviews,
check ratings on Agoda, book well
in advance, and even form entire
trips around our lodgings, not to
mention that many countries visa
requirements these days require hotel
confirmation slips or even entire trip bookings.
I contrast this with my own travels several decades ago, when, other
than places to stay listed in tourist towns in Lonely Planet guidebooks,
you were pretty much on your own in all the in-between spots. Where
we slept at the time was really not very high on the priority list, other
than making sure it was relatively clean and well affordable. We’d
ride down the street, look for a hotel sign, then go in and check out a
room. The energy expenditure on this was close to zero, and perhaps
more importantly, it was a completely different approach to travel.
Millennials might argue that today’s approach gives one far more
control over one’s journey, but I would argue that it almost completely
destroys any sort of spontaneity.
Communication also took a far different form 25-30 years ago. As
there was no email, correspondence was all by mail. You went to
cafes and spent half the day writing postcards and letters, hoping
they’d reach your friends and loved ones after sending them off. I
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can remember being thoroughly amazed after reaching Lhasa, Tibet,
one of the most difficult-to-reach places in the world at the time, and
going into the post office and receiving a batch of letters from around
the globe all sent via Poste Restante and somehow making it all the way
into the 3,500 meter rarified air of Tibet.
If you wanted faster communication, you needed to go to the telephone
office, join the queue, get your call approved, and then an operator
would patch you through overseas, directing you to a small booth with
a minimal bit of privacy if you were lucky, where you hoped for a decent
connection.
Navigation certainly was different in the past, although based on the
same techniques still used today, just requiring a bit more user skill. On
my journey, we carried compasses
and paper maps, and usually ended
up asking locals for advice. We
certainly couldn’t whip out phones
and plug our destination into a
Google Map, yet at the same time, I
don’t get invited for as many cups of
teas nor into someone’s home these
days, precisely because I have no
need to ask how to get somewhere,
as my phone can do it all for me.
I presume it is all relative though
for every generation and their
travel tools. While on my journey, I
read a book written about Thomas
Stevens, an American who rode
a penny-farthing around the
world from 1884-1886, the first
noted round-the-world journey
by bicycle. Penny-farthings, if you
don’t know them (those bikes with
the giant front wheel and small back
wheel) obviously fell out of fashion due to their construction. The rider
sat way up high on the bicycle, which was extremely uncomfortable,
and the numerous falls that resulted from the horrid roads at the time
made for some long and painful days. While my partner and I carried
sleeping bags, a stove, cold weather gear, a tent, and tons of spare
bicycle parts, Stevens carried only a rain jacket (which also served as
bedding and a tent), map, and a pistol. His tribulations and adventures
made our journey seem like a luxury cruise, and while surely far harder,
his was undoubtedly far more interesting.
Yes, today’s gadgets have made our world far more accessible. We
can translate languages, get instant map directions, and in the case
of cyclists, even connect with other bike-lovers for free stays in their
homes (the warmshowers.org site does just this for touring cyclists).
But do remember, merely interacting with your phone, laptop, or
other device usually means a lot less minutes spent actually having an
experience. I’m no Luddite though, I’m off to share this, in hopes that it
will go viral and reach as large an audience as possible!

ARCHITECTURE

Reflections on
Architectural Highlights in 2017
BY PLOYLADA SRIRACHADAPONG

PHOTOGRAPH: SAKDA JINDASAK

S

o many events happened in
relation to architecture in 2017: the
marvelous Royal Crematorium built
in order to pay our last respects to our late
and beloved King Bhumibol Adulyadej;
Hubba-to
that
recently
deserved
worldwide recognition by winning the
“Buildings of the Year” award presented
by the renowned architectural weblog
ArchDaily; and the introduction of the
luxury Ritz-Carlton Residences in the
MahaNakorn building in Bangkok.

the Royal Crematorium is a square-shaped
complex with the principal pavilion set in the
middle and surrounded by several smaller
pavilions.

The Royal Crematorium Complex

The main pavilion’s wooden structure, as with
the smaller ones, has steel reinforcement,
towering 165 feet from base to top. The
complex features four ponds at the four
corners representing the cosmic ocean that
flows around Mount Sumeru. Many royal

The Royal Crematorium Complex, which is
currently open to public viewing, represents
one of the most fascinating purpose-built
architectural marvels Thailand has ever
seen. Located in the heart of Sanam Luang,
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Designed in accordance with the Hindu and
Buddhist concepts of cosmology, the whole
complex symbolizes Mount Meru, a sacred
mountain with several peaks that serves as the
abode of gods and deities. True to fundamental
Hindu-Buddhist beliefs, the mountain is right
at the center of the universe.
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artisans worked day and night to ensure they
delivered the most honorable work in their
lifetime to the late King. Sculptures of mythical
creatures of the Himmaphan Forest – Garuda,
angels, elephants, horses, and cows – adorn
the base of the pavilions. Khun Tongdaeng
and Khun Jocho, King Bhumibol’s favorite
pet dogs are depicted in life-sized statues and
given pride of place in the principal pavilion to
show their last respects to the late King.
Besides the unique beauty of Thai art that
permeates every element of the complex,
an exhibition – currently underway on the
ceremonial grounds – chronicles the life
and times of the late monarch, highlighting
his royal projects and other achievements
including the Chaipattana wind farms, vetivers
scheme, dam, reservoir and irrigation projects.

ARCHITECTURE

Hubba-to
Hubba-to is considered an up-and-coming working hub for
digital nomads, freelancers and new entrepreneurs. Located
on the third floor of Habito Mall in On Nut, this awardwining co-working space offers a laid-back, industrialinspired atmosphere.
Hubba-To was initiated through a collaboration
between real estate developer Sansiri and Hubba coworking space, and designed by Supermachine Studio who
has an extended portfolio all over Thailand, including the
architectural designs of Harbor Pattaya and Mercury Ville
in Bangkok and the chic interior design of the Bangkok
University School of Entrepreneurship and Management.

PHOTOGRAPHS: HUBBA-TO

The objective behind Hubba-to’s design is to create an
“artisan space” that features handmade artifacts like pottery
and facilities such as a wooden studio, open kitchen, dark
room for photographers and screening rooms for workshops
and seminars. Inspired by Hubba’s networking logo with
lines intertwining throughout, the designers portray them
by extending and multiplying the lines to dwell across the
first and second floors. Some other designers might see
these mechanical and electrical (M&E) lines as an obstacle
and need to hide them; however, Supermachine’s designers
put the electrical conduits to better use to bringing them out
into the open to accentuate the idea of “co-working” and
turn them into turquoise, exquisite ornaments that make
this venue unique.
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Ritz-Carlton Residences
I fulfilled my lifelong dream of visiting New York
City for the first time in my life in 2014, and one of
the most memorable moments was the walk down
from Central Park to see the legendary Ritz-Carlton
Hotel with its navy-blue flags waving alongside
the American flags with a horse carriage parked in
front. So you can imagine how excited I am to see
the Ritz-Carlton now opening its luxury residences
here in Bangkok.
The Ritz-Carlton Residences is absolutely gorgeous
in design and exudes a contemporary, classic
elegance. Situated between the 23rd and 73rd floor
of the MahaNakon building, the extraordinary
residences – designed by the world-renowned,
interior architecture design company David Collins
Studio – range from 125 to 844 square meters
in size. From the central circular hallway to the
decorations and designs of the rooms, the designers
have created a new architectural statement that
redefines contemporary, classic style.
The colors are carefully selected to ensure maximum
comfort with a scattering of sage green, yellow, lilac
and gold all over the place. The marble entrance
lobbies and bathrooms feel luxurious.

PHOTOGRAPHS: RITZ-CARLTON RESIDENCES

The signature here is the private skybox with
three-sided floor-to-ceiling window walls and
cantilevered living space extending from the main
tower, providing a breathtaking view of Bangkok.
The Ritz-Carlton Residences has brought luxury
living in the City of Angels to yet another level.
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Celebrating Christmas
as a Buddhist
BY J. PAKCHUEN

I
PHOTOGRAPH: TEERARAT YAEMNGAMLUEA

t’s almost time for Christmas once
again. Of course, we’ll soon be hearing
Christmas music blaring out from just
about everywhere we go in Bangkok as
Christians around the world celebrate the
birth of Jesus Christ. Despite having been
raised as a Buddhist and sent to a Thai
school here in the Big Mango, I have no
qualms about admitting that I enjoy this
holiday as much as my Christian friends do.
When I was a kid, I always felt that Christmas
was a time of joy and fun with all the colorful
decorations: Christmas lights, sparkly little
stars and trinkets, figurines of angels on
Christmas trees and baubles hanging in the
windows
I sometimes wonder if some of us who
are not Christian can really celebrate this
tradition the same way Christians do. I had
this willingness and eagerness to learn more
about the origin of Christmas when one of
my colleagues, upon receiving a Christmas
card from me, asked me if I was a Christian.
Somewhat taken aback by the question, I
promptly said: “No”. As a result, I personally
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felt the need to bone up on its history to
contest my friend’s views on Christmas by
proving the point that the occasion is for all
to enjoy.
The first occurrence of Christmas was
around the fourth century when the Church
decided to celebrate the birth of Christ at
the same time as Yule, a Germanic pagan
winter festival and holiday that occurred in
December and January; hence the reference
to Yule as Christmas and Yuletide as the
period around Christmas.
According to Christian beliefs, the Christmas
tree represents Christ. Like the pagan
tradition, pine trees, which are evergreen
even in winter, are used as Christmas trees
to signify the beauty of life and its triumph
over adversity.
Christmas is also a time for hope and
contentment, not to mention the beauty of a
white Christmas in the northern hemisphere.
Christmas is also a time of sharing and
giving. It is very common for Christian
folks to volunteer at the community center,
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women’s shelter or orphanage to offer free
food and entertainment to those in need.
This is a beautiful act of humanity and
people of any religion can do the same. It is
also a great way to start the new year.
With Bangkok’s temperatures in the 40s
during the summer followed by long muggy
rainy days, most people find temporary
relief from the heat once the cool breeze
blows in from the north around December.
Even without snow, we still appreciate the
chill air while strolling downtown soaking
up the festive atmosphere and the beauty
of those spectacular fairy light decorations
everywhere.
‘Tis the season to be jolly in Bangkok just
as the Christmas trees rejoice at the first
(artificial) snow at posh hotels and public
squares. Christmas and New Year continue
to keep our spirits up no matter who we are
and where we live. In a city that never sleeps
like Bangkok, its Buddhist inhabitants
will definitely be among those celebrating
Christmas and making the most out of the
festive season.

STYLE

Let the

Festive Season
Begin!

BY PEKKY THE ANGEL

T

he quality of Thai cosmetic brands is now essentially on
a par with other brands worldwide. The local cosmetic
industry is very competitive, with brands launching
quality products and gaining more market share.
I personally use several Thai cosmetics and have a few preferred
brands. Because of their high quality and affordable prices, I’d
like to encourage everyone to give Thai brands a try, starting
with one of the foremost local brands and definitely one of my
favorites: Super Mom.
This brand has been around for a while now since starting off
with a few brush products. Now Super Mom offers a wide range
of cosmetic products, from eyeshadow palettes to lipsticks.

Super*
Mom
Super Mom Sparkling Marble
Holiday Collection
This yearend collection from Super Mom celebrates the incoming
New Year with a facial brush set and eyeshadow palette, packaged in
a sleek, marble-patterned sleeve.

Sparkling Marble
Eyeshadow Palette
This eyeshadow palette has nine shades of vibrant color and
ranges from matte to a shimmering glow. The moist, smooth
texture has a glittering glow that lasts throughout the day and
is suitable for all skin types and tones. THB 790.

Sparking Marble Brush Set
Super Mom is famous for their facial brushes that come in a
variety of sizes and designs. This special brush set is comprised
of seven soft-hair brushes with marbled handles that contrast
with the rose gold tips. THB 790. The seven brushes are:
1 Large Powder Brush
2 Flat Top Foundation Brush
3 Angled Blush Brush
4 Contour Brush

5 Tapered Blending Brush
6 Flat Eyeshadow Brush
7 Angled Brow Brush

Visit www.supermomcosmetics or call 082 636 5422 for
more information.
URBAN AFFAIRS DECEMBER 2017
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T

he festive season has arrived! Sweeping through Bangkok
along with the cool breeze are the stunning holiday
collections recently launched by the beauty industry’s
key players to entice their fans now frantically out on a yearend
shopping spree. These collections are the crème de la crème:

Urban Decay
Urban Decay is well-known for its glamorous NAKED eyeshadow
palette and this yearend launched several exciting sets that will
make makeup junkies flip in their shoes.

Kiehl’s x Kate Moross
Limited Edition
Kiehl’s joined hands with Kate Moross, a UK-based awardwinning illustrator, art director and designer who captures
Kiehl’s commitment to individual creativity with her eye-catching
graphic and colorful designs for this festive collection.

Limited Edition
Body Scrub Soap Bar
These limited-edition soap
bars cleanse the body while
exfoliating dead skin cells
to leave a silky smooth skin.
THB 450.

Naked Vault Vol IV
This limited-edition all-in-one set is comprised of coveted neutral
palettes (Naked, Naked2 and Naked3), from bronze to rose, and
matte to shimmery. Each palette comes with three matchingcolor Vice Lipsticks, one waterproof 24/7 Glide-On Lip Pencil, a
double-ended brush, and a full-size mirror. THB 10,000, only at
Centralonline.co.th .

Limited Edition Ultra
Facial Cream
Kiehl’s famous facial cream replenishes skin
hydration throughout the day and ensures a soft
and healthy-looking skin. 50ml, THB 1,400.

Vault of Vice, Limited Edition
This set comes with 15 shades of lipstick, including Vice Lipstick,
Vice Liquid Lipstick and 24/7 Glide-On Lip Pencil – each in four
coveted shades. THB 8,500, only at Centralonline.co.th and
Central from Dec 25 onwards.

Limited Edition Calendula
Herbal-Extract Toner
This alcohol-free toner is gentle for the skin and
contains Calendula petals to smoothen and invigorate
the skin after each use. 250ml, THB 1,500.

Limited Edition Crème de Corps

This super-enriched body treatment is ideal for
dry-to-extremely-dry skins. With Beta-Carotene,
Squalane and nurturing oils, it leaves the skin soft
and hydrated. 250ml, THB 1,450.
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Nagel Vice Lipstick Palettes
This lip palette pays homage to strong, confident women from
the 80s. The ultra-compact design makes it cute, yet practical,
with each palette coming in five shades of Vice Lipstick. THB
1,500, at Sephora, Central and EVEANDBOY, each outlet will
offer only one design, so let’s visit all three to collect them all!

STYLE

Laneige

M.A.C

K-soap stars’ favorite brand, Laneige, is
introducing the 2017 Holiday Collection
“Delights, Pop!” with special products,
designed with exciting, scattering
confetti, for this special occasion.

M.A.C’s Snow Ball holiday set is hitting the market hard like
a blizzard with cute, glistening cases and stylish snowflake
markings and designs.

Holiday Cushion Blusher
Rosy Pink Pop
Laneige’s Rosy Pink Pop has a pinkish
pigment with a moist texture which is
perfect for dry skins. THB 750.

Snow Ball Face Powder
A powder that features a cool
snowflake-embossed design and
adds a shimmering glow to the skin.
THB 1,600.

Holiday Ideal Shadow Quad
Flash Gold Pop
This eyeshadow glitter sparkles like gold!
The shades are trendy and fit the festive
occasion. THB 1,100.

Holiday BB Cushion
Whitening - Delight, Pop!
The confetti casing is splendid! This whitening
cushion brightens the skin and ensures the
sparkling lasts. THB 1,500 plus refill.

Snow Ball Lipsticks
A full-color range of lipsticks with cool
names such as “I’m Glistening”, “Simmer
& Spice”, and “Rouge en Snow”.
THB 850 each.

Snow Ball Brush Kit/
Advanced
This kit is comprised of advanced brushes
for a more elaborate makeup touch-up.
THB 3,200.
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December

HAPPENINGS

Shawn Mendes live in Bangkok

A dazzling display of 3D light art

Canadian singer Shawn Mendes is heading for Bangkok
for a live concert on Dec 11 at IMPACT Arena, Muang
Thong Thani. Part of his new “Illuminate World Tour”,
the concert will feature hits like “Treat You Better”
and “Mercy”. Tickets start at THB 2,000 and can be
booked via www.thaiticketmaster.com . Find out more
at 02 262 3838.

Lighten up and get into the festive spirit at Magnolia
Ratchadamri Boulevard that’s hosting a stunning light show
entitled “Beautiful Bangkok” from Dec 14 to 31. Created
by Limelight, a group of European artists, the spectacular
3D projection mapping performance promises to treat
Bangkok to an unforgettable visual experience. Learn more
at www.facebook.com/MagnoliasRatchadamriBoulevard .

You can…Make THE Difference

All the world’s ‘The Jungle Book’

TMB in conjunction with ING Banking Asia is organizing
a charity mini-marathon called “TMB | ING ParkRun
2017, You can… Make THE Difference” on Dec 24 at three
Bangkok public parks in close proximity to each other:
Chatuchak, Vachirabenjatas and Queen Sirikit Parks. The
event is divided into three categories: 2.7-km walk and
fun run, 5.5-km and 10.5 km mini-marathons. The funds
raised during the event and from a top-up donation by TMB
will be earmarked for the Cardiac Children Foundation
under the Patronage of HRH Princess Galyani Vadhana in
support of its Cardiac Children Operations Project. Tickets
are THB 500. For further details, call 02 242 3603 or visit
www.makeTHEdifference.org/parkrun

OnStage Performing Arts School is now accepting
applications for its performing arts courses. The first one
called “The Jungle Book” is open to students between the
ages of four and six and runs every Sat from Jan 13 to Mar
31. Another class entitled “Annie” – open to kids aged from
seven to 12 – runs every Sun from Jan 14 to April 1, 2018.
Facilitated by a team of specialist teachers and performing
artists, the classes focus on stage skills such as singing,
dancing and acting. Students will also play characters that
suit their personalities and skill sets. The school is located at
the Riverside Plaza (AVANI and Anantara Hotel), Thonburi.
Make arrangements at onstagebangkok@gmail.com or
visit www.onstagebangkok.com for more info.

*Submit news, updates and press releases to: info@urbanaffairsmagazine.com .
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Cast away on your
private island
A haven of peace and relaxation off the coast of Rayong,
only three and a half hours from Bangkok. Accessible only
by our private boat, our resort is the only one on the island
surrounded by untouched forest and pristine white sand
beaches. An idyllic setting that is endlessly peaceful,
this island is all about you and the sea.
The islanders are waiting!

Email:resv-th@epikureanresorts.com

www.munnorkprivateisland.com

Tel:+66 2664 0975 - 6
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